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A Call to Arms 

by MERCER WRIGHT 
His former college professor called him brilliant.. 
his best friend said of him, "He had a real eye for 
beauty in things, an honest and forthright 
loathing of the ugliness of heart of so many 
human actions and the injustice to which it 
always gave birth," and one of his nurses 
commented that 'This experience has changed my 
life forever." 

The rage I feel at the loss of my son who had 
just passed his twenty-sixth birthday is 
magnified by the sense of helpl~ess I felt. rm 
not certain that I want to dissipate this anger 
because rm hopeful it will continue to fuel the 
desire to do something in this war against the ever 
growing tide of death called AIDS. 

We cannot change yesterday. All we have is 
today -- and each day -- in which we can work 
with love, with prayer, and most of all, with action. 
If we really want a different tomorrow, if we really 
care about one another, if, and that is the 
important word here, we are going to have a hold 
on our future, now is the time to act. 

AIDS is a non-discriminatory disease. It 
matters not whether you are young or old, black 
or white, male or female, straight or gay. We are 
all susceptible and, more importantly, we are all in 
this together. 

My father used to preach that apathy is the 
greatest lack of freedom because it fosters the loss 
of all freedoms, one by one. Apathy is also the 
injustice at the center of 'so many human 
(in)actions.' 

I confess I used to be one of those of whom my 
father complained. I was not committed to causes. 
My son's death, however, set me on fire with a need 
that cannot be put to rest. 

I must act - and I must encourage you to act. 
Now. We are in the middle of a war, whether we 
deny it or not - it is here - in terrifying;y 
growing numbers. It is robbing us of our brilliant, 
our talented, our loving and beloved family and 
friends. 

What can you do? Give. Give of the talents you 
have. Everything is needed - time, effort, money. 
What do you gain? Relief from the emerging sense 
of panic, and my sincere prayer is that we all will 
gain prevention of the premature loss of our loved 
ones. 

Because prevention is all we have. There is no 
cure for AIDS. 

My heart calls out to your heart - in a plea for 
action. NOW! ~ 



Lehigh Valley Lesbian & Gay Community Center 

D I D Y O U K N O W 

-That everything on the the last page is only the end result 
of hours of planning and implementing? It is. 
-That we are not out there alone? The Lehigh Valley Lesbian 
and Gay Community Center and its services the LAMBDA CENTER, 
HOTLINE, and AIDS SERVICES CENTER are members of the 
National AIDS Network, Pennsylvania Coalition of AIDS Service 
Organizations, Lehigh Valley Task Force on AIDS, National Gay 
and Lesbian Task Force. 
-That we are currently forming a regional network of Gay and 
Lesbian Organizations from Berks, Lehigh, Northampton, Bucks, 
Monroe, and Warren (NJ) counties? We are. 

Beyond all of this we are proud to be able to provide 
meeting space for Le-Hi-Ho; who have been in the Lehigh 
Valley for over 17 years, to the Metropoplitan Community 
Church of the Lehigh Valley; who are part of a world-wide 
denomination that is meeting the spiritual needs of over a 
quarter million people, and to the Downtown A.A.; who are 
helping to deal with the problem of substance abuse in our 
community. OUR Center is available to these and any other 
gay/lesbian organization either FREE or below operating cost. 
WE CARE. 

WE have done all of this with private funding from the 
extremely generous contributions of time and resources. To 
date we have accepted no government or United Way dollars. 

WE are local people committed to our local community and 
will remain that way. If we've done all this in just 3 short 
years imagine what we'll do in the next 3 years!!! 

Here is an opportunity to be part of that future ••. 

LAMBDA CENTER, P.O. BOX 1656, ALLENTOWN, PA, 18105-1656 

I want to be part of the future of Lambda Center. Here 
is my contribution of 

$100.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 25.00 
$ 10.00 
OTHER ------

I want to become a member or renew my membership. 
Enclosed is $15.00/membership. Total$ ------

I want to volunteer time to the projects or services of 
the Lehigh Valley Lesbian and Gay Community Center. Please 
send~ontact me about volunteer opportunies. 

NAME PHONE( ---------------------
ADDRESS 

Thank you for your continuing support of Lambda Center. 



Insights 

Making an Effort 

by RODERIC THEODORE GOODE 
This is a story about making THE EFFORT. Last 
time we had THE IDEA. Well, I'd like these little 
reflections to be easy to remember. So, can you 
say EFFORT. I thought you could. Wait a second. 
let me get my sweater on and let Mr. Trolly bring 
me my slippers. OKAY_ What the hell am I really 
talking about this month? 

THE EFFORT is the effort it takes to think about 
yourself and the effect you have on other people. 
We should be amazed at the differences we can 
make in other people's day to day activities. It 
actually takes more effort to think about it than 
to actually do it. 

In its simplest form, we can have gocxl effects, 
and we can have bad effects on people. Good 
effects can be measured by the fact that people 
are happier after we've come in contact with 
them, and bad effects are measured by the fact 
that people are sadder after paths have crossed. Oh 
yes, there are people who don't give a damn. Have 
patience with them. 

Making sure you have a gocxl effect on someone 
is quite easy. It's more a matter of habit than 
anything else. When you come in contact with 
someone, ask yourself two questions: L ''What are 
my motivations" and 2. Am I seriously concerned 
with the other person I am coming in contact with 
or am I just thinking about MOI'?'' If you;re just 
thinking about yourself, do that person a favor 

and leave them alone. If you have any concern for 
the person, then in all likelihocxl you won't do 
them any intentional harm. That's the only thing 
you can control, your intent (I'm assuming your 
actions will follow your intent~ 

This concept is not to be limited to those people 
we call our friends. Such considerations should be 
extended to acquaintances, and. yes, even 
strangers. 

Part Two of this plan to save the world is to 
recognize the extra effort made by other people. 
For both of our sakes, if I walk into a store where 
you work, and we recognize each other, nod, say 
hello, something. I promise not to take it as a 
come- on, or to embarrass you in public. Give me 
some extra sales attention, and I'll go out of my 
way to be a pleasant customer. Say hello on the 
street, and when someone needs a haircut, I'll send 
them your way. Wave to me as you come out of 
your law office, and when someone needs legal 
advice, I'll mention your name. 

Give me a break in the middle of a hectic day 
because I'll be trying to do the same tor you. I'm 
continually surprised by who remembers my 
extra effort. when I'm in need of some 
consideration myself. 

Make it a wonderful day in YOUR neighbor-
hocxl. ~ 

LAMBDA VALLEY MONTHLY ADVERTISING RATES 
(Circulation: 1,000) 

AD SIZE 

Business card 
Quarter page 
Half page 
Full page 

DIMENTIONS 

3½" x2" 
3 3/4"x5" 
8"x5" or 3 3/4"xlO¼" 
8"xl0¼" 

SINGLE PRICE 

$14 
$25 
$45 
$70 

4 FOR PRICE OF 3 

$42 ($10.50 each) 
$75 ($18.75 each) 
$135 ($33.75 each) 
$210 ($52.50 each) 

Advertising Reservations Close the 15th of the Preceding Month. 
Camera-Ready Materials Due the 20th of Preceding Month. 



This and That 

by DANE MORGAN EDWARDS 
In the spring, the poet alffllres us, a young man's 
fancy turns. Not surprisingly, therefore, ours did, 
and that turn was in the direction of our beloved 
New York City. We ventured thither to see what 
we could see, and we were delighted to see a vital 
gay presence in the New York theatre. 

Our very good friend Harvey Fierstein ( Torch 
Song Trilogy) will soon be back on Broadway with 
his new play, Safe Sex. The play subject is the 
effects of the AIDS epidemic on the hetero- and 
homosexual communities. In preview at La Mama, 
the play has been performed before packed 
audiences, and so we have no doubt that Mr. 
Fierstein will once again touch us and entertain us 
as only he can. 

Jerker (Meisner Theater, 164 11th Ave., NYC) is a 
snappy, entertaining production about that 
newest (and probably safest) form of sexual 
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activity, the erotic telephone relationship. We 
found the playwright almost oppressively 
pessimistic about AIDS (tragic as these times are, 
we must remember that this too must pa~). but 
the insights into the lives and psyches of gay men 
he provides are both refreshing and charming. 
This is a good one! 

Blue is for Boys (Corner Loft, 99 University 
Place, at 12th St., NYC) is a story about gay love on 
the campus. A lot of naked bodies abound in this 
one, but the play was a bit trite for our taste, 
corny and predictable. But since naked bodies 
abounding is not a so very bad way to pass an 
evening, you might want to drop in on this one. 
And seriously, folks, it does have a good chuckle or 
two in it. 

See you soon, and we'll chat again about this 
and that. Qi! 
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For Women 

Communicating 

by DESIREE 
Is this true lust? 

Ah, it's spring, and a young women's (and not so 
young) heart turns to thoughts of love. 

Now hold it right there! What happened to old 
fashioned, heart pounding, knee shaking, make 
my liver quiver, LUSI'? The stuff that hits you 
when you are standing, holding your frozen peas 
in the longest grocery line you've ever seen, when 
the epitome of all your late night fantasies 
suddenly turns around and smiles? 

It could be the beginning of a beautiful 
relationship, a fling, a one night stand or a long 
term commitment, a casual affair or a deep and 
understanding friendship. 

What does happen depends a lot on the 
individuals involved. their situations, etc. It also 
depends on their ability to communicate or sadly, 
their lack. At a recent conference for women, 
debate raged on about problems facing women 
involved in friendships with each other. 
Communication was deemed a prime factor. For 
example, one lesbian calling on another to go out 
to dinner, does it necessarily indicate romantic 
intentions on the caller's part? Is it presumptuous 
of the callee to even consider the posmbility? 
Unfortunately, some calls are never made because 
of the fear of creating the 'wrong idea.' 

Talk about it! Face the issue. Make your 

intentions known. and enjoy being together (leave 
the mind games at home). 

If you have someone waiting for you at home, 
it's good lesbian etiquette to raise the issue of 
monogamy before you're out (innocently) enjoying 
the pleasures of another. Lesbians are of ten 
characterized as socially monogamous. You might 
not feel comfortable with that label The growth i 
that can be experienced by exploring sexual and 
emotional intimacy with various partners must 
be weighed against the potential loss of trust and 
safety in the primary relationship. Be realistic 
regarding your needs and limitations in dealing 
with potentially frustrating and complex 
situations. 

Fine, all this communicating between partners, 
but what about communicating with yourself? Be 
honest! Are you looking for friendship or a 
relationship? If you're looking for a no
holds-barred passionate fling with that gorgeous 
blonde who's a great conversationalist (nothing 
serious), be honest about it. With yourself and 
with her. You'll both respect each other in the 
morning. 

As for what happened beyond that first hello in 
the grocery line, stay tuned for next month's 
column. Meanwhile, try some communicating! ~ 
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Gay Travel 

The International Gay Travel Association (IGTA~ an 
international network of travel industry 
businesses and prof~onals involved with the gay 
and lesbian market, has recently published a 
brochure describing its goals and activities. Travel 
industry members wishing to learn more about 
IGTA may obtain the free brochure by calling (303) 
425-1800 (Denver) or by writing to the IGTA at P.O. 
Box 18466, Denver, CO 80218---0466. 

IGTA, incorporated in 1984 as a not-for-profit 
association, has grown from a charter group of 25 
members to more than 200 worldwide, The 
growing membership represents a broad spectrum 
of the travel industry, including travel agents, 
tour operators, hoteliers, resort owners, airline and 
cruise line representatives, travel colleges, 
limousine services, travel clubs, and travel guide . 
publishers. 

·1houe te~ 
~, /, ~ outtge 

__,_ 

524 W.Berwick St. 
Easton, PA 
250-0803 

Monday-Saturday 
3PM-2AM 

As a professional service organi7.ation, IGTA 
works for the business enhancement of its 
members by informing both travel agents and 
consumers about properties, businesses and 
destinations that welcome gay clientele, and 
affording members an opportunity to network 
with one another. For the benefit of its members, 
IGTA publishes a quarterly newsletter and a 
member ship directory, provides a marketing 
mailing service, holds an annual convention, and 
sponsors familiari7.8.tion trips and travel shows. 

Membership in IGTA is open to all travel 
industry businesses and prof~onals who wish to 
be supportive of the gay travel industry 
throughout the world. Annual membership dues 
is $60. For more information, contact Dee Farrell 
at (303) 425- 1800. IX! 

METROPOLITAN 
COMMUNITI 

D CiillRCH 
Procla iming God·s Ll>\·c 

Fo r .\11 People. 

NOW WORSHIPING ON 

SUNDAYS AT 7:30 P.M. 
AT THE LAMBDA CENTER 
742 HAMIL TON MALL, ALLENTOWN 

Celebrate The Joy Of Spring 
And Easter At MCC. 

For Infor111atio11 C_all 
861-7646 



Lehigh Valley Lesbian & Gay Community Center 

D I D Y O U K N O W 

- The Lambda Center is one of only 2 Gay and Lesbian Commuity 
Centers in Pennsylvania? We are. 
- The Gay/Lesbian and AIDS Hotline, a service of the Lambda 
Center, is the ONLY 24 hour Hotline dealing with gay and 
lesbian issues in Pennsylvania? We are. 
- The AIDS Services Center (ASC), a service of the Lambda 
Center, is the largest totally volunteer organization 
fighting AIDS in Pennsylvania? We are. 
- That all the above has been done in just 3 short years, 
with the aggressive commitment of hundreds of people; local 
people committed to our local community? We did. 

D I D Y O U K N O W . • • 
That within the framework of the LAMBDA CENTER we provide 
- a weekly club for gay and lesbian young people under 25 
years old; Your Turf? We do. 
- a bi-monthly support and social group for women; Womyn's 
Night? We do. 
- a series of parties from Valentine's to Halloween and from 
Oscars to St. Patrick's? We do. 
- a group of trained volunteers that take the LAMBDA CENTER 
message to the public; The Speakers Bureau? We do. 
- a minimum of two yearly extravaganzas; The Summer Picnic 
and the Fall Awards Dinner? We do. 

That within the framework of the HOTLINE we provide ••• 
- Twenty-four hour, around the clock, coverage? We do. 
- referrals for lawyers, doctors, counselors and other 
professionals? we do. 
- a laison in reporting discrimination and ant-gay/anti
lesbian violence? We do. 
- calendar information for local organizations and gay bars 
at no charge to the organization or bar? We do. 
- a trained and sensative volunteer to listen, when only 
listening is necessary? we do. 

That within the framework of the AIDS Services Center (ASC) 
we provide .•. 

-support groups for People With AIDS (PWAs) or AIDS-related 
complex, Family and Friends of PWAs, and Bereavement? We do. 
- a trained Buddy to volunteer one on one with PWAs providing 
the non-medical services required during the life fight of 
AIDS? We do. 
- a network of agencies, groups, churches, and organizations 
numbering nearly 1000 that are committed to help ASC deal 
with the current healthcrisis? We do. 
- an Education/Prvention Package complete with poster and 
current information. Included in the package is the avail
ability of 5000 FREE condoms to help fight the spread of 
AIDS? We do. 
- the majority of services to the non-gay community without 
regard to the cause of the disease? We do. 
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Dear Readers, 

Next month a new feature will be appearing in 
Lambda Valley Monthly, entitled 'On the Lookout' 

Classifieds, c/o Lambda Valley Monthly, P.O. Box 
1633, Allentown, PA 18105. The cost of the ad is $1.25 
per line (40 spaces per line) or five lines for $5.00. 'On the Lookout' will be your classified section. 

If you have services to offer or need services, have 
things to sell or want things to buy, are looking 
for a place to live or for a roommate, advertise in 
'On the Lookout' 

Here's how it works: send your advertisement 
along with payment (ads will not run unless 
payment is received along with the ad) to Lambda 

There will be direct communication between 
the advertiser and the consumer; the newsletter 
will not be an intermediary. NOTE: Lambda 
Valley Monthly is not liable nor will it endorse 
goods or services offered by the advertisers in this 
section. This policy is the same for our featured 
advertisers and the groups listed in the resource 
section. ail 

COME TO OUR 
SUMMER CAMP!!! 

When: Sunday, July 26 to Sunday, August 1, 1967 
Where: Provincetown, MA 
Cost: Approximately $250/wk 
Includes: Shared room, shared bath 

Continental breakfast 
Community lounge w /tv, patio 
and dining room. 
Walling distance to all attractions 
Transportation not included 
Lambda Center will help coordinate 
car pools, directions, etc. 

Interested? 
Call Chuck or Jim at 434-5643 evenings 
for details. 
$50 deposit required. 
First come, first serve, due to limited space. 
To guarantee you place at camp, call in 

your reservation by April 30, 1987. 

This is not a lambda Center nor a lambda 
Valley Monthly sponsored event. 
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Letters to the Editor 

Hey men and boys, 
One of the varied ways of practicing 

safe sex and yet have a nice time is 
something I discovered a little over six 
years ago. Having always wanted to join a 
gay correspondence club, I did and 
discovered through talking to many nice 
guys that one thing that many people like 
and get into is 'phone sex.' It may sound 
funny or repulsive at first, but if you can 
imagine having a relationship with someone 
who was away a lot or lived a distance 
away, then when you talk to that someone 
special on the phone, it is a nice way to 
get sexual relief from/with a special guy 
rather than risking yourself with a quick 
contact. When you join a correspondence 
club, and you establish a warm and friendly 
relationship through the mail, when you do 
talk to this guy and feel very sexual, why 
not relieve yourself with him rather than the 
cold loneliness of one's bedroom, bathroom, 
or in front of a porno flick on the VCR? 

Take care safely, 
Mikay 

For those of you interested in gay correspondence 
clubs, check out The Gay Connection by dialing 
(215) 97-MATCIL This is not an endorsement, 
merely a suggestion. 

-Editor 

I note with sadness Liberace's last days. 
The sad, sorry spectacle of a talented, 
gifted and good person denying his 
homosexuality, his whole being, the very 
thing that made his flamboyant and fabulous 
career possible. With the rosary in one 
hand and a priest on the other, the charade 
was acted out to the end. 

How long must this hypocritical hiding 
act go on? When will we see someone of 
prominence (there are many) unashamed or 
unafraid of what they are? When will we 
see the end of this pervasive homophobia 
which exists in our society and which 
denigrates gay people and forces them to 
deny themselves? 

-Name Withheld by Request 

I think a place to start is at home, with ourselves. 
Don't you? 

-Editor ~ 
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Lifestyles 

Addiction 

by GREG NEW HOLLAND 
I am dedicating this column to the suffering 
addicl Yes, suffering. As an observer and a person 
with addictive behavior, I want to share parts of 
the lifestyle a drug addict experiences. 

I would like to start by saying a person who 
suffers as an addict doesn't choose to live a life of 
false hope. Addiction is considered a disease. As a 
person with first hand experience with addiction, I 
can wholeheartedly confirm it takes hard -- no, 
very hard - never ending work to fight the urge 
to use drugs. When I speak of drugs, I am including 
alcohol. 

It pains me to see the rejection of the addict 
from the community. Let me help you 
understand the addicl When using, an addict 
enters his/her own world. a world void of isolation, 
guilt, and loneliness. Rather than facing these 
feelings, he/she turns to drugs as a mechanism of 
coping, a place to run and hide. Dealing with a 
minority lifestyle and using drugs compounds the 
problem. 

I feel we as a sexual minority should not be 
readily critical but more comp~onate towards 
the abuser, if we realize that when he/she is using, 
this isn't the real person, but is real when they are 
sober (straight). A real person capable of loving, 
caring and contributing positively to society. 

This article is not meant as a crusade for drug 

abusers but to give you awareness, an awareness 
that will not let you write off these individuals as 
lazy or incapable of dealing with reality. 

Trying to remain 'clean' is an uphill battle, a 
battle that can't be won alone. 

In the poem that follows, try to understand the 
racing mind of the addict when 'it' takes control: 

'It' enters your body 
enchances your mind 

Controls your every action 
makes things hard to find. 

'It' shadows the real 
covers the sunshine with a cloud 

Alters your very perception 
leaving you a misfit in the crowd. 
the guilt and paranoia 
the hurt from the pain 
the anxiety and helplessness 
the undeserving experience again! 

'It' causes you to treat friends bad 
worries you about an end 

Isolates progressively more intense 
until 'it' is your only friend. 

But 'it' is not a friend 
just a weakness in your brain 

Changing a life full of sunny days 
to a life full of endless rain. 



~-----------------·-· --------------------- --------~ 

Lambda Center Notes 

by BOB SWEENEY 
I dedicate this column to the irrepres-sible Huntley 
Haverstock Huntley, I hope I do your column 
justice. Well, here it goes. 

Your gay community center's board of 
directors met at their monthly meeting. The 
center, under new leadership, is restructuring 
itself into strong standing committees: Center 
development and communication, programming, 
services, and finance. If any member is interested 
in working on any of these committees, conact the 
center at 433-7'J77. The general membership 
meeting is scheduled for Apirl 16, so come on out 
and support your community center! 

Next on the agenda was the search for a new 
place to house the center. A bigger space with easy 
access. It is exciting to realize that we have 
outgrown the space at 742 Hamilton Mall! 

Plans and preparations are underway for 
Lehigh Valley gay pride week and the New York 
gay pride march. The march on Washington is 
scheduled for fall of 1987. 
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The Lehigh Valley AIDS Service Center, a project 
of the Lambda Center, is having a condom drive, 
dispensing 5000 free condoms to area agencies. 
Showing that condom use is a way of practicing 
safe sex. 

The search for an executive director for the 
center has been tabled. The energy put into the 
search will now be used to look for an office 
coordinator, which will be more appropriate to the 
center's need. Male/female applicants can get 
more information by calling the center. 

If any of you out there have any furiniture in 
good condition, the center is in dire need of new 

_ furnishings. Couches, chairs and card tables are 
high on the priority list. By the way, you can 
write it off as a donation. 

Well, Huntley, here you have it: the Lambda 
Center Notes column, for better or worse! Until 
next month. ~ 

ATTENTION 
READERS!! 

If you or if you know of someone who is interested 
in writing for the Lambda Valley Monthly, 
either full time or free lance, please contact me at 
P.O. Box 1633, Allentown, PA 18105. 

As we grow, our need for hard news reporters 
for front page material, photographers, and input 
from other groups and areas intensifies. 

Discretion available upon request. So come on, 
all you Bob Woodwards and Carl Bernsteins, let's see 
what. you come up with! 

Thank you, 
Your Editor 
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Dear Briana 

by BRIANA 
Who loves ya baby? 

This month's column is devoted to a lesbian 
concern. However, the answer pertains to all gay 
people in the Lehigh Valley area. 

Dear Briana, 

Since Rosemary's bar has closed, there 
are no bars for women to feel com/ ortable 
and accepted. Where are the lesbians to go 
in the valley'? 

Signed1 

Lonely Lesbian 

Dear Lonely Lesbian, 

It's true that Rosemary's, a predominantly 
women's bar in Bethlehem. recently closed its 
doors. I feel it's untrue to say there is nowhere else 
for women to go in the valley. There are four 
established gay bars in the A-B-E area, three of 
which are owned by women: Candida. Silhouette 
Lounge, and the 13th Street Pub. There is no policy 
of discrimination at any of the area gay bars. We 
are very fortunate indeed, for one has to drive 55 
miles to the big city of Philadelphia, and you will 
find only one predominantly women's bar. Now 
it's true the above mentioned bars are not 
exclusively for women. Could an all women's bar 
survive financially with the size of our lesbian 
population? 

As a frequent 'bar hopper,' I've been proud of the 
fact that gay men and women of the valley get 
along quite well with one another, something you 
don't see in bigger cities. ..Our lifestyle is a 
minority one to begin with, and it's ridiculous to 
segregate and alienate within a minority. 

Remember, we are all in this together, male and 
f;,male! 

Taking a brief look at the gay movement, the 
h;., r ;;cene has always been a socializing place. A 
place that allows us to interact and to feel good 
about ourselves. 

Other bars that might be of interest to the 
lesbian population are: Rainbow Mountain Resort 
in the Poconos and Nostalgia, a predominantly 
women's bar in Reading. 

Outside of the bar scene, a few places of interest 
for women might be: Lambda Center Womyn's 
Night, which meets at the Lambda Center the first 
and third Monday at 7:30 and which is in desperate 
need of a directr~ and ideas for programs. 
Another interest might be Lesbian Unlimited of 
the Lehigh Valley, P.O. Box 665, Trexlertown, PA 
18087. Get on their mailing list and see what 
they're about! 

Remember, we are everywhere! 161 

I 
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I'm Not One to Gossip, But ... 

by MYRNA LOUISE 
Ht. kids! I hope you all have been just great since I 
last talked to you. 

Before we get to the 'heart' of the column, I'd 
like to thank everyone who attended the Have a 
Heart BalLyou too, Dina. Myrna herself was 
unable to attend, but she thanks all of you who 
could. 

Every single person involved with FACT is doing 
a wonderful job! I hope that you, my loyal readers 
(?), will support this worthy organization 
Remember, they're doing this for our community. 

Well, I might as well dive in. All I ever hear is 
how Myrna never 'dirties' herself. Well, I'm not one 
to gossip, buL 

Yours truly got busted on a certain Sunday 
night coming home from New Hope. I guess I 
should have gone to Candida's, oh, well Can you 
stand it? Arresting me! The nerve! You ask for 
what? D.W .L Please, no calls. Remember, I was 
there! I wasn't even driving! I was pulled into a 
gas station I can't even get arrested correctly. I 
think my first mistake was asking If I could take 
off my heels before walking the straight line! I'm 
sure they weren't too thrilled when they asked me 
to turn around and I did a spin! (The spin was 
perfect: I landed right back in the fifth position!) 
But even Myrna must admit the clincher was 
when I forgot the alphabet (I never claimed to be 
good with letters, only numbers1) Why I started 
singing it instead of reciting it, 111 never know. 
Take it from Myrna, Z doesn't come after P! MAybe 
the police caught my act once, because they asked 
if I had any aliases. Myrna made a wise decision on 
that one! 

Brian, dear, please stop telling everyone I was in 
a jail cell I was not! They know better! Besides, 
the levelors weren't up yet! Myrna would die 
before getting locked up without her blow dryer 
and bronzer! Death before dishonor! 

Chuck. I hope I didn't ruin your fun by writing 

about my experience, But AT&T called me to say 
you were overloading their circuit&i Myrna will 
keep you posted on this issue. Just send me 
stamps and bonbons in jail! 

How about Tommy and Danny! I wish they 
would either get back together or forget each 
other. Their story is longer than One Life to 
Live! Remember, with me being a bachelorette, it's 
better to have loved and lost as lone as you've 
maintained your capital! 

Dina, dear, jumping ship, really! Don't you feel a 
wee bit guilty? Over 2,000 lives were lost in the 
earthquake in F.cuador! 

If anyone sees Gracie, please tell her that Myrna 
is so relieved. With last Saturday's headlines, 
"Ferry Tips, 48 Dead and 150 Missingr• Well. 
naturally I just panicked! 

To my dear friend Danny (Beatrice, alias Marge, 
not the one I mentioned previously), after last 
night! You're a pig! I love it! That is all 111 say! I'm 
sure you11 get drilled enough. Love ya, hon! 

Did anyone else see Bobby and his ex doing shots 
together last weekend at the disco? Boy, that 
Bobby will do anything for a cocktail! Bobby, it 
was amazing how close and friendly (?) he was to 
you, considering he has been reading you for filth 
since you have been apart! It truly touches my 
heart knowing that he cares! GAG, CHOKE 

Well. I hope I have satisfied all of you. I only 
hope that Myrna can go on now that her image is 
tarnished. Even I have to chuckle at that one! 

Until next time, I would like to thank those 
who I have mentioned. I only write about those I 
love and respect and who can take it in the good 
fun it is meant to be. 

Happy spring! 
Good health and much happiness, 
Myrna 

P .S. If the prison uniforms aren't Anne Klein, 111 
just die! Move over, Alexis! ~ 
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This issue is in your hands thanks to the 
volunteer efforts of our staff. Our present 
circulation is 1,000 issues distributed free of 
charge. Our only source of revenue is through 
advertising. 

If you enjoy Lambda Valley Monthly and 
would like to see it progress and continue, please 
make a tax deductible contribution today! This 
newsletter is our only voice in the valley. Let's 
utilize it and keep it viable. 

To help offset printing costs, send your check 
payable to: Lambda Valley Monthly, P.O. Box 
16.13, Allentown, PA 18105. No donation is too smalll! 
Thank you. 

The Staff of Lambda Valley Monthly 

Letters to the 
Editor 

If you have any legitimate gripes about Lambda 
Valley Afonthly, regarding articles or 
representation, Lambda Center, the bars or 
anything affecting the gay community, write a 
letter to the editor of Lambda Valley Monthly. 
If you want to get involved and don't know how or 
where, write a letter! 

All letters should be addressed to: 
Lambda Valley Monthly 

Box 16.13 
Allentown, PA 18105 

LAMBDA VALLEY MONTHLY 
Box 16.13 

Allentown, PA 18105 
Publisher: Le-Hi-Ho 
Editor: Bob Sweenev 
Columnists: Briani Desiree, Dane Morgan Edwards, 
Huntley Haverstock, R Henry, Greg New Holland, 
Myrna Louise, Roderick Theodore Goode 
Contributing Writers: Brad Edwards, Paul 
Kendall, Irene Kratz, Alex Marshall, Ed Verba, Bob 
Sweeney 
Typesetting: Naj Najarian 
Circulation/Distribution: Jay Keenan, Paul 
Kendall 
A d·vertising: Ben Dunlap 

Lambda Valley Monthly is published monthly 
by Le-Hi-Ho and is distributed by mail and 
controlled public distribution. It assumes no 
liability for errors beyond the printing of a 
retraction or correction. 

Opinions expressed in articles and letters are 
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect 
those of Le-Hi-Ho. Inclusion of the name of any 
person or organization should not be taken as an 
indicaton of sexual orientation. Le-Hi-Ho assumes 
no reponsibility for the quality of the goods and 
services provided by its advertisers or those listed 
in the resource section. 
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